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A Janus membrane/mesh is a type of functional membrane/mesh composed of opposing wetting

properties formed into a single layer in order to achieve novel properties. Janus membranes/meshes

have attracted increasing attention from materials scientists due to their promising applications in the

fields of microfluid transportation, water–oil separation and cleaning energy applications. Herein, we

report a simple method to fabricate a Janus mesh by combining opposite wettability functions into one

copper mesh substrate. The superhydrophilicity is achieved by chemical etching and the

superhydrophobicity is fabricated by hydrophobic SiO2 nanoparticle spraying. Due to its special

composition and structure, the prepared mesh demonstrates distinct wetting properties on its two sides.

Meanwhile, aqueous fluids can pass through the mesh from the hydrophobic side to the hydrophilic side

spontaneously, whilst being blocked by the mesh when coming from the other direction. This unique

property can realize unidirectional transportation of water fluids. The mechanism of the unique property

based on Janus wettability is proposed and the stability of the prepared Janus mesh was also tested. The

prepared Janus mesh can be used in the fields of microtidal energy, the chemical industry and in

astronautics, demonstrating promising practical prospects.
1. Introduction

Materials with superwettability have attracted the attention of
researchers due to their unique chemical and physics properties
as well as their extensive practical prospects.1–4 In previous
studies, researchers have found that superhydrophobic mate-
rials can be utilized in the elds of antifouling surfaces5–7 and
water droplet controlling,8 while superhydrophilic materials
can be used in the elds of fog harvesting9–11 and in the
chemical industry.12 Recently, it has been found that
a membrane/mesh with binary wettability, and is fabricated by
combining hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity into one
membrane/mesh, can achieve novel properties.13–15

Janus was an ancient Roman god with two different faces.
The Janus membrane/mesh obtained this interesting name due
to its asymmetric composition with regards to its wettability.13

Scientists combined opposite properties into one membrane/
mesh and collectively named it as a “Janus membrane/mesh”.
Amongst all types of Janus membranes/meshes, the combina-
tion of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity is the most studied
property. A Janus membrane/mesh has plenty of unique
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properties due to its binary wettability and porous structure.
This type of membrane/mesh has promising prospects in the
elds of oil/water separation,16–25 microuidic trans-
portation,3,13 demulsication,26–29 and so on.30 The behavior of
water is mostly affected by interface tension when it comes into
contact with the mesh surface.1 However, the Laplace pressure
that is generated at the interface inuences the behavior of
water in the pores.13 The Laplace pressure that is generated by
the interface can be calculated from the well-known Laplace
equation:

Dp ¼ 2g

R
(1)

where Dp is the Laplace pressure, g is the surface tension of the
interface and R is the radius of the curvature of the interface.

Water canmaintain a stable shape on two sides of traditional
hydrophilic surfaces or hydrophobic surfaces.1 However, for
a Janus mesh, the asymmetric wettability can cause distinct
surface tensions on two sides of the mesh. When waterow
penetrates the mesh and enters the pores, the interface of the
water can generate different Laplace pressures on the two sides
of the mesh. The changes in Laplace pressure can inuence the
water, causing distinctive wetting behavior and achieving novel
functions.13 This type of mesh has promising prospects in the
elds of oil/water separation,16–25 microuidic trans-
portation,3,13 demulsication26–29 and so on.30 Due to their
unique properties and extensive practical prospects, Janus
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011 | 1001
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Table 1 The sizes of corresponding mesh numbers

Mesh number Size of lattice

50 0.300 mm
100 0.150 mm
200 0.075 mm
300 0.050 mm
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meshes have attracted the attention of materials scientists on
a global scale.

In previous work, scientists have studied methods of Janus
membrane/mesh fabrication and have conducted much
explorative research. The most studied property of a Janus
membrane/mesh is water/oil separation. Yao fabricated
a double-woven structure Janus membrane with hydrophobic
yarns on one side and hydrophilic yarns on the other side.25 The
water contact angle on the hydrophobic surface was 152.8 �
0.3�, and the contact angle on the hydrophilic side was almost
0� (water droplets were absorbed immediately by the
membrane). The water droplets can penetrate the woven
membrane from the hydrophobic to the hydrophilic side, whilst
being blocked in the opposite direction. This phenomenon
demonstrates the potential of the unidirectional water trans-
porting property of a Janus membrane. The double woven
system can be used for water/oil separation. Lin fabricated
a Janus mesh on a stainless steel mesh substrate.16 In the study,
an acid solution was used to etch the mesh, endowing it with
hydrophilicity. Then, hydrophobic particles were deposited
onto one side of the mesh. The water contact angle of the
hydrophobic side was 164 � 0.5�, and the contact angle of the
hydrophilic surface was almost 0�. Interestingly, the mesh
showed oleophilicity on the hydrophobic side and oleopho-
bicity on the hydrophilic side. This type of Janus wetting system
can also be utilized in water/oil separation processes. The mesh
showed excellent water/oil separation ability. Liang used
electro-spun technology to fabricate a Janus membrane.24 In the
experiment, an electro-spun PS nanober demonstrated
hydrophobicity while the electro-spun PAN nanober was
hydrophilic. The contact angle of the hydrophobic PS
membrane was 126 � 0.2�. The electrospun Janus membrane
showed outstanding demulsication ability and had a prom-
ising prospect in oil leaking situations. However, there are many
drawbacks in the fabrication of these mentioned Janus
membranes, such as a high fabricating expense, a complex
preparation process, poor stability, and so on, and this greatly
limits their practical application. It is therefore necessary to
develop a simple and inexpensive method of constructing
a stable Janus mesh.

Our group has extensive experience in preparing super-
wetting materials.31–36 In our previous work, several substrates
with a special wetting property have been prepared and excel-
lent performance of these substrates was achieved. In this work,
we report a novel method to fabricate a new type of Janus mesh.
We sprayed hydrophobic modied SiO2 nanoparticles onto one
side of the mesh for hydrophobic modication.37,38 To fabricate
the hydrophilic property on the mesh, we soaked the mesh into
potassium persulfate solution, endowing the surface with
hydrophilicity.39,40 The water contact angle of the hydrophobic
mesh that was fabricated by the spraying method was tested to
be 162 � 0.4�, and the water contact angle of the hydrophilic
mesh that was treated by the etching process was less than 5�.
The inuence of mesh numbers on the surface wetting behavior
was also studied. We found that a Janus mesh with a mesh
number of 200 demonstrated the best wetting property. In order
to combine the two opposite wetting properties, the mesh was
1002 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011
oated on the interface of the potassium persulfate solution so
that the hydrophobic side could be kept upwards without
etching by the solution. The unidirectional water transportation
property was studied in a mimic glass tube. The prepared Janus
mesh could block the transport of water uid in the hydrophilic-
to-hydrophobic direction. Meanwhile, the water uid could
pass through the mesh from the hydrophobic side to the
hydrophilic side. The mesh also presented excellent stability. A
mechanism, based on the superwetting theory, was also
proposed to explain the unique property. The unidirectional
water transportation property shows wide application prospects
in the energy industry and in vessel surgery.

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials

Brass meshes (copper: 64 wt%, zinc: 36 wt%) (mesh number: 50,
100, 200, 300) were used as the substrates. KOH and K2S2O8

were purchased from Xilong (AR, China), and absolute ethanol
and nano SiO2 particles were purchased from Beijing Chemical
works (AR, China). The sizes of the corresponding mesh
numbers are shown in Table 1.

2.2 Preparation

2.2.1 Copper substrate preparation. In order to remove the
dirt and oxides from the commercial copper mesh, the mesh
was rst immersed in ethanol and rinsed in an ultrasonic
cleaner. It was then rinsed with deionized water. Sulfuric acid
solution (0.1 mol L�1) was prepared and the mesh was
immersed in the solution for a few seconds to remove the
oxides. Finally, the mesh was taken out of the solution and was
rinsed with deionized water before drying.

2.2.2 Hydrophobic modication of one side by SiO2

nanoparticle spraying. 5 g of SiO2 nanoparticles and 100 ml of
absolute ethanol were prepared, and this solution was rinsed by
ultrasonication for 20 min. 2 ml of OTS was added and the
mixture was kept at 40 �C with magnetic stirring for 1 h. The
hydrophobic modied SiO2 nanoparticles were ltered and
washed with absolute ethanol. The process was repeated and
the nanoparticles were dried. Finally, the hydrophobic modied
SiO2 nanoparticles were successfully prepared. 3 g of the as-
prepared SiO2 nanoparticles was taken and dissolved in 50 ml
of absolute ethanol, and then was ultra-sonicated for 20 min
aer magnetic stirring for 5 min. One surface of the copper
mesh was sprayed with the solution 4 times, and was then dried
in an electrothermal blast dryer at 80 �C for 5 min. The process
was repeated 5 times. Aer the process, one side of the mesh
became hydrophobic.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.2.3 Fabrication of the hydrophilic properties. First, 4 g of
potassium persulfate and 1.4 g of potassium hydroxide were
prepared and were dissolved into 100 ml deionized water. Then,
a Petri-dish was prepared with some of the above solution in it,
and the mesh was placed carefully on the interface of the
solution. The etching process took 10 min, and then the mesh
was removed vertically so that the potassium persulfate solution
did not splash onto the top of the mesh and affect the hydro-
phobic upward surface. The mesh was cleaned with deionized
water and dried.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Surface morphology and composition analysis

Fig. 1 demonstrates the morphologies and wetting behaviors of
the meshes that were treated with different modications. In
Fig. 1 Surface morphology, water contact angles and composition of t
original substrate, the surface after the hydrophobic spraying process and
and (c2) Show the wetting behaviors of the original mesh substrate, the h
Are the infrared spectra of the mesh after the blank spraying process an

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
this experiment, we utilized a brass mesh as a substrate.
Fig. 1(a1) shows the SEM image of the bare substrate surface.
From the image, we can see that the brass substrate is rather
smooth, with some irregular crystalline grains on it. The results
match well with the typical SEM images of a copper surface.
Fig. 1(a2) shows the image of a water droplet in contact with the
brass mesh substrate. In this image, the original mesh substrate
shows low hydrophobicity and the water contact angle is about
100�. Fig. 1(b1) shows the SEM image of a copper mesh treated
with the hydrophobic modication. A hydrophobically modied
SiO2 nanoparticle solution was sprayed onto the copper mesh to
fabricate the superhydrophobic coating. The diameter of the
SiO2 particles was about 100 nm. The hydrophobic group of
–CH3 was introduced onto the modied nano-SiO2 particle, so
that the surface energy of the mesh reduced dramatically. At the
same time, the nano-size SiO2 particles could form
hree types of meshes. (a1), (b1) and (c1) Show the SEM images of the
the surface after the hydrophilic etching process, respectively. (a2), (b2)
ydrophobic mesh and the hydrophilic mesh, respectively. (d1) and (d2)
d the mesh after the hydrophobic spraying process, respectively.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011 | 1003
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a microstructure on the surface. According to the Wenzel
equation, the relationship between the contact angle and
surface tension can be described as follows:

cos q ¼ gSG � gSL � r

gLG

(2)

where gSG, gSL and gLG stand for the surface tensions of the
solid–gas interface, the solid–liquid interface and of the liquid–
gas interface. r is a parameter that reects the roughness of
a surface (r $ 1). From eqn (2), we can conclude that the
roughness can enhance the hydrophilicity of a hydrophilic
surface and can also enhance the hydrophobicity of a hydro-
phobic surface. Therefore, the microstructure that is formed by
the nano SiO2 particles can increase the hydrophobicity of the
surface. As Fig. 1(b2) shows, the water contact angle of the
sprayed mesh is about 162 � 0.4�, demonstrating the super-
hydrophobicity of the as-prepared mesh. For the hydrophilic
modication, we utilized the oxidizing effect of potassium
persulfate solution and created a hydrophilic layer on the
copper mesh substrate. The oxidizing process can generate
copper oxide on the mesh and can increase its surface energy.
The etching process can form a ower-like microstructure on
the wire surface, and this is shown in Fig. 1(c1). This micro-
structure can increase the roughness and can also enhance the
hydrophilicity of the surface according to eqn (2). Water drop-
lets were absorbed onto the mesh immediately and the static
water contact angle was less than 10�, as shown in Fig. 1(c2). A
comparison of Fig. 1(c2) with Fig. 1(b2) indicates the great
difference between the wetting behaviors of a hydrophilic mesh
and a hydrophobic one. Fig. 1(d1) shows the infrared spectrum
of the mesh treated with blank spraying, while Fig. 1(d2) shows
the infrared spectrum of the mesh treated with hydrophobic
spraying. There are obvious distinctions in the 2925 and
2854 cm�1 wavenumbers in Fig. 1(d2), and this matches well
with the characteristic peaks of a –CH3 group. The appearance
of the –CH3 group conrms that the hydrophobic modier has
been attached onto the substrate successfully.
Fig. 2 Images regarding analysis of the gradient of the mesh numbers. (a
100, 200 and 300. (a1) to (d1) Show the static water contact angles of h
demonstrate the static water contact angles of the hydrophilic meshes

1004 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011
3.2 Analysis of the gradient of the mesh numbers

The mesh number affects the wetting behavior of the mesh
tremendously. In order to achieve the best unidirectional water
transporting function, the inuence of the mesh number is
studied, and the result is shown in Fig. 2. In our experiment,
four different mesh numbers (50, 100, 200, and 300) were
chosen. Optical images of the meshes with different mesh
numbers in the same eld of vision are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d).
Fig. 2(a)–(d) show the optical images of the mesh substrates
with different mesh numbers of 50, 100, 200 and 300, respec-
tively. From the optical images, we can see that, in the same
eld of vision, the density of the holes increases with increasing
mesh number. The water droplets also behave differently on the
meshes with various mesh numbers. To determine the ideal
mesh number of the substrate, we treated the meshes with the
above-mentioned modication and tested their wettability. The
water contact angles (WCAs) that were captured by the contact
angle meter are shown. Fig. 2(a1)–(d1) show the WCA images of
the hydrophobic meshes. In Fig. 2(a1), we can see that the water
contact angle is about 100 � 0.5�, and the specimen shows low
hydrophobicity. However, in Fig. 2(b1)–(d1), the water contact
angles clearly change when the mesh number increases to 100,
200 and 300. The contact angle of the specimen with a mesh
number of 100 is about 145 � 0.2�, and this can reach up to 162
� 0.4� with mesh numbers of 200 and 300. The static contact
angle results demonstrate the excellent hydrophobicity of the
corresponding meshes. On the other hand, Fig. 2(a2)–(d2) show
the images of the meshes etched by potassium persulfate, and
all the meshes are hydrophilic. In Fig. 2(a2)–(c2), which are for
the specimens with mesh numbers 50, 100 and 200, respec-
tively, the contact angles are less than 10�. Therefore, water
droplets can penetrate the mesh easily. The water contact angle
increases to about 30 � 0.6� when the mesh number increases
to 300, as shown in Fig. 2(d2), and the water droplets can also
pass through the mesh. The hydrophilicity of the mesh
decreases with a mesh number of 300. Based on the above
experiments, the substrate with a mesh number of 200
) to (d) Are the optical images of the meshes with mesh numbers of 50,
ydrophilic meshes with corresponding mesh numbers, and (a2) to (d2)
with corresponding mesh numbers.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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demonstrates the best wetting performance in terms of both
hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity. Consequently, we chose the
copper mesh with a mesh number of 200 as the substrate of the
Janus mesh.
3.3 Wetting behavior analysis

In Fig. 1 and 2, the static wetting behavior of the prepared
surface is demonstrated. In order to further observe the wetting
behaviors of the prepared mesh, the dynamic contact process is
captured by a contact angle meter and the results are shown in
Fig. 3. The procedure for a water droplet coming into contact
with the prepared hydrophobic mesh is demonstrated in
Fig. 3(a1)–(f1). The black arrow represents the direction of
movement of the mesh. Fig. 3(a1) and (b1) show that the mesh
approaches the droplet and is then in contact with the droplet.
The mesh keeps moving upwards and then squeezes the
droplet, and this is shown in Fig. 3(c1). Aerwards, the mesh
starts to move downwards. Fig. 3(d1) and (e1) show that the
droplet has been drawn into a spindle-like shape by the
hydrophobic mesh, instead of dropping on the surface. Finally,
the water droplet detaches from the mesh, as shown in
Fig. 3(f1). The droplet was pulled into a spindle-like shape by
the surface of the mesh, and this shows the excellent hydro-
phobic property of the surface. Fig. 3(a2)–(f2) show the process
of a water droplet in contact with a hydrophilic mesh. Using the
same testing procedure as for the hydrophobic mesh, the
hydrophilic mesh rst moves upwards to be in contact with the
droplet, and this is shown in Fig. 3(a2) and (b2). The water
Fig. 3 Dynamic process of a water droplet in contact with the prepared
direction of movement through the mesh. (a1)–(f1) and (a2)–(f2) Dem
hydrophilic surface, respectively.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
droplet was quickly absorbed by the mesh as soon as they came
into contact, as shown in Fig. 3(c2). When the syringe was
pulled away from the mesh, the droplet detached from the
syringe and spread out onto the mesh spontaneously, as shown
in Fig. 3(d2)–(f2). From this procedure, we found that the water
droplet was absorbed by the mesh and spread immediately as
soon as it came into contact with the hydrophilic surface,
indicating the outstanding hydrophilicity of the oxidized mesh.

The spraying and etching treatments that are used in this
work are two conventional modication methods that are used
to generate different wettability effects on a surface.37–40

However, the two methods cannot be conducted on one mesh
simultaneously, in order to obtain their opposite effects. Due to
the porous nature of meshes, the ingredients of the solution will
inevitably inltrate to the other side when spraying on one side.
The spraying modication method nally fabricates a unied
hydrophobic mesh. It is clear that immersing a mesh into
potassium persulfate solution entirely will oxidize both sides of
the mesh. In order to fabricate Janus wettability on one mesh
substrate, the twomethodsmust be effectively combined. In our
experiment, we sprayed the hydrophobic SiO2 nano particles on
one side of the mesh rst, then we oated the as-prepared mesh
on the interface of potassium persulfate solution. The etching
process can then endow the treated side with the hydrophilic
property. At the same time, by remaining in the air phase, the
sprayed modied side can be kept away from the liquid phase
and maintain its hydrophobic property. Through the above-
mentioned method, a Janus mesh with opposite wettability on
different sides could be fabricated, as shown in Fig. 4.
hydrophobic and hydrophilic mesh surfaces. The arrows represent the
onstrate the contact processes of the hydrophobic surface and the

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011 | 1005



Fig. 4 A schematic diagram of the fabrication process of the Janus mesh for unidirectional water fluid transportation.
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3.4 Unidirectional water transportation analysis

Water uid unidirectional transportation of the as-prepared
Janus mesh is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In our experiment, we
placed the Janus mesh in a mock tube vertically in order to test
its asymmetry blocking/passing properties. The water uid will
be blocked by the mesh when the water moves in a hydrophilic-
to-hydrophobic direction, and this process is shown in Fig. 5(a)–
(d). Fig. 5(a) shows the empty tube and Janus mesh system. The
red arrows represent the direction of movement of the water
uid. Furthermore, in order to emphasize the location of the
uid, we used CuSO4 to dye the water in this experiment.
Fig. 5(b) shows that the water uid movement from the hydro-
philic side was blocked by the Janus mesh. Water was still
blocked by the mesh when it carried on accumulating, as shown
in Fig. 5(c). Finally, water uid was still blocked even when the
water nearly lled the tube, as shown in Fig. 5(d). The schematic
diagrams are shown in Fig. 5(a1) and (b1). On the other hand, if
the water uid moves in a hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic direc-
tion, it can pass through the mesh freely. The process is
demonstrated in Fig. 5(e)–(h). Water uid comes from the
Fig. 5 Illustration of the unidirectional water fluid blocking/passing thro
actual images and (a1–d1) show the schematic diagram.

1006 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011
hydrophobic side and goes to the hydrophilic side in the tube
system, as shown in Fig. 5(e). Instead of being blocked by the
mesh, the water uid can pass easily through the mesh, as
shown in Fig. 5(f). From Fig. 5(g) and (h), we can see that the
water uid carries on passing through the mesh as water
accumulates. Using this novel phenomenon, the as-prepared
Janus mesh can realize the unidirectional water transporting
function. The corresponding schematic diagrams are shown in
Fig. 5(c1) and (d1).

The unidirectional water blocking effect of a Janus
membrane/mesh has been mentioned in a number of previous
studies.13,14,41 However, results from different articles appear to
be rather confusing. Among the articles, a number of them have
been similar to Yang's experiment.14 Here, the authors used
a hydrophilic cotton membrane as a substrate, and modied
one side to be hydrophobic in order to fabricate a Janus
membrane. The results showed that a water droplet could
penetrate the membrane from the hydrophobic to the hydro-
philic side, whilst be blocked in the opposite direction, and this
is similar to our results. However, at the same time, there are
ugh function in a tube of the as-prepared Janus mesh. (a–h) show the

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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also many different results that are similar with Liu's experi-
ment.41 They used a hydrophobic polymer membrane as the
substrate and conducted a hydrophilic modifying process on
one side of the membrane to fabricate a Janus membrane. In
the article, the membrane could block water uid in two
directions. However, when the hydrophilic side of the
membrane was placed downwards and the hydrophobic side
was placed upwards, the membrane could maintain a higher
water column. It seems that the blocking effect is more intense
in the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic direction, and this is oppo-
site to our results. Based on these previous works, we proposed
a possible mechanism for the unidirectional blocking
phenomenon of the Janus membrane. The mechanism diagram
is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6A shows a schematic diagram of our Janus mesh, and
the picture on the right-hand side is the cross section of the
mesh. We conducted hydrophobic nano SiO2 particle spraying
on one side of the substrate, and then utilized the etching effect
of potassium persulfate solution to endow the substrate with
hydrophilic property. Therefore, as the schematic graphic
shows, our Janus mesh has a thick hydrophilic part and a thin
hydrophilic part. Fig. 6B shows the passing process of water
uid that comes from the hydrophobic side and goes to the
hydrophilic side. Fig. 6(b1) demonstrates the schematic graphic
of the cross section. In Fig. 6(b2), we can see that the contact
angle in the solid/liquid/gas three-phase point is rather large,
and the surface free energy is extremely low at the hydrophobic
part. The interface of the water forms a convex shape in the
pores of the mesh. The Laplace pressure that is generated by the
convex interface is in the reverse direction and has an impeding
effect to the water uid. However, the hydrophobic part of the
Fig. 6 The mechanistic diagram for the unidirectional blocking phenom
of the Janusmesh. B (b1–b4) shows the process of water fluidmoving in t
C (c1–c4) demonstrates the process of the water fluid moving from the

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mesh is so thin that the impeding effect cannot block the water
uid entirely. Water penetrates the hydrophobic part and comes
into contact with the hydrophilic part of the mesh, as demon-
strated in Fig. 6(b3). When the hydrophobic part is immersed
entirely in water, the convex interface will not be formed and the
reversed Laplace pressure disappears as well. On the other
hand, a concave water interface can be formed at the hydro-
philic part, and the Laplace pressure generated by the interface
is in the forward direction. This phenomenon can have a posi-
tive effect for water uid passing through themesh. Under these
circumstances, the impeding effect of the mesh comes inher-
ently from the reversed pressure of the mesh pores. However,
the effect cannot counterbalance the hydraulic pressure and
forwards Laplace pressure that is generated from the assembled
interface. Our experiment therefore indicates that the hydro-
philic mesh cannot block the water uid. Fig. 6(b4) shows that
water uid nally penetrates the pore of the mesh and Fig. 6(b5)
shows the force analysis of this process.

Fig. 6C demonstrates that the process of water uid moving
in the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic direction is blocked by the
Janus mesh. The schematic graphic of the cross section is
shown in Fig. 6(c1). In Fig. 6(c2), water uid leaks into the pore
and comes into contact with the hydrophilic part of the mesh.
Pores of the mesh have an impeding effect to the water, but they
cannot block the water uid entirely. Therefore, water uid
moves forward and comes into contact with the hydrophobic
part of the mesh, as shown in Fig. 6(c3). The convex water
interface is formed in the pore and reversed Laplace pressure is
generated simultaneously. In this case, impeding pressure is
composed by inherent reversed pressure of the mesh pores and
the reversed Laplace pressure. The two impeding effects can
enon of the Janus mesh. (A) Is the schematic graphic and cross section
he hydrophobic to hydrophilic direction and passing through themesh.
hydrophilic to hydrophobic side and being blocked by the mesh.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011 | 1007
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overcome the hydraulic pressure so that the water uid is
blocked by the Janus mesh, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(c4).
Fig. 6(c5) shows the force analysis of this process. Based on this
theory, the unidirectional water blocking phenomenon of
a “thick hydrophilic part and thin hydrophobic part” Janus
membrane/mesh can be perfectly explained. As for the “thick
hydrophobic part and thin hydrophilic part” Janus membrane/
mesh, when water comes into contact with the hydrophobic
part directly, it cannot penetrate the hydrophobic part of the
mesh, so the water uid is blocked. On the other hand, con-
tacting the hydrophilic part rst can help the water uid pass
through the mesh and reduces the impeding ability of the
mesh. In summary, for a “thick hydrophobic part and thin
hydrophilic part” Janus mesh, the blocking ability is more
intense when water uid comes from the hydrophobic side and
goes to the hydrophilic side.

3.5 Analysis of the interface of the water uid

When the Janus mesh is placed in a water tube, there is an
interesting phenomenon of the water uid that needs to be
discussed, and this is described in Fig. 7. The interfaces of water
behave differently at the two sides of the Janus mesh, and this
phenomenon can be attributed to the difference in surface
tension at the liquid/solid/gas three-phase points. For an inte-
grated hydrophobic mesh, the interface of the water is in
a convex shape. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 7(c1) and
the actual image is shown in Fig. 7(c2). The water was dyed with
CuSO4 to display it more clearly. On the other hand, the inter-
face of the water is in a concave shape if the mesh is integrated
with hydrophilicity, as shown in Fig. 7(b1) and (b2). As for the
Janus mesh with distinct wettability on its two sides, the
interface of the water uid also behaves differently at the two
sides, as demonstrated in Fig. 7(a1) and (a2). On the
Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the water fluid interface when in contact w
the water fluid surfaces of a Janus mesh. (b1) and (b2) Demonstrate the w
the water fluid surfaces of a hydrophobic surface.

1008 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 1001–1011
hydrophobic side, the interface of the water uid is in a convex
shape, while on the hydrophilic side, the interface is in
a concave shape. This novel phenomenon can be explained by
the Young–Laplace equation. The interface of the water uid is
similar to a water droplet at the solid/liquid/gas three-phase
point, as the well-known Young–Laplace equation
demonstrates,

gSG � gSL ¼ gLG cos q (3)

where gSG, gLG and gSL stand for the surface tensions of the
solid–gas phase interface, the liquid–gas phase interface and of
the solid–liquid phase interface. q represents the contact angle
of the droplet. The contact angle can be large for a hydrophobic
surface, while it can be rather small for a hydrophilic surface,
and this is shown by eqn (3). From the images, we can see that
the convex interface at the hydrophobic side has a large contact
angle. On the other hand, the concave interface at the hydro-
philic side of the mesh has a small contact angle. This novel
phenomenon ts Young's theory well.

In addition, for an as-prepared hydrophobic mesh surface,
tiny water droplets may remain on the surface if they come into
contact with the mesh rst. The droplets that remain on the
mesh can transform the hydrophobic surface into a hydrophilic
one. Therefore, if a hydrophobic mesh blocks water uid on one
side rst and then comes into contact with water again, the
interface of the water can be different on two sides of the mesh,
just as in a Janus mesh.
3.6 Stability of the prepared surface

The stability of a prepared mesh plays a vital role in its practical
applications, as it determines the life span of the mesh. In order
to evaluate the stability of the prepared Janusmesh in this work,
ith the meshes with different wettability properties. (a1) and (a2) Show
ater fluid surfaces of a hydrophilic mesh, and (c1) and (c2) demonstrate

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the stability of the mesh. A (a1–a6) demonstrates the cycle times that the mesh can hold the water fluid and B (b1–
b4) demonstrates the holding times that the mesh can maintain.

Table 2 The Reynold numbers and other factors of the stream current
test

V
(m s�1)

r

(kg m�3)
m

(mPa s)
T
(�C)

d
(mm) Re

Pass or
blocked

0.90 1000 1.0050 20 5 4477.6 Pass
0.77 3837.9 Blocked
0.64 3198.3 Blocked
0.51 2558.6 Blocked
0.26 1279.3 Blocked
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we tested the mesh from two aspects: the time it takes to hold
the aqueous uid stably (from the hydrophilic side to the
hydrophobic side), and repeat circles of the mesh holding the
water uid (from the hydrophilic side to the hydrophobic side),
as shown in Fig. 8.

As for the cycle times, the experimental results are shown in
Fig. 8A. As mentioned above, the aqueous uid can be blocked
by the mesh when moving in a hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic
direction, while it can penetrate the mesh when moving from
the hydrophobic side to the hydrophilic side. In our experiment,
we chose a Janus mesh with a mesh number of 200 as the
specimen to test the unidirectional blocking stability of the
mesh. We injected water uid from the hydrophilic side to see if
the mesh could block it. Then, we removed the mesh, dried it,
and repeated the process again. Fig. 8(a1) demonstrates the
testing system. The display device next to the tube showed the
cycle number that the mesh had been tested. As Fig. 8(a2)–(a6)
show, the mesh could block the uid aer 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20
cycles, and so the mesh showed outstanding stability. It is also
worth mentioning that during the stability experiment, water
uid could pass through the mesh in the hydrophobic-to-
hydrophilic direction, maintaining its unidirectional blocking
function in the process.

When it came to the amount of time holding the aqueous
uid, the prepared Janus mesh also showed excellent stability.
The testing process of the prepared Janusmesh is demonstrated
in Fig. 8B. The clock in the image shows the time the mesh held
the water uid. The maximum number of the clock is 24 h.
Fig. 8B(b1)–(b3) show that the Janus mesh could hold water
without any leaking. Aer 32 h, water uid nally leaked from
the mesh, as (b4) shows. The results indicate good stability of
the prepared mesh, greatly expanding its application potential.

It is clear that, compared with static uid, the collision effect
between a stream current and the mesh can help the water to
penetrate the Janus mesh. Our experiments also conrmed this
point. The “Reynold numbers” factor contains the inuence of
varying viscosities and different diameters, and is the ideal
factor for measuring the effect of a moving stream current. In
our experiment, we adjusted the rate of the water ow and
maintained the other factors in order to change the Reynold
numbers of the aqueous uid. The as-prepared Janus mesh
could hold static water from the hydrophilic side to the hydro-
phobic side. For a moving water current, the mesh could hold
water when the velocity of the uid was slow. As we gradually
increased the velocity, the moving water current nally passed
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
through the mesh. The equation used to calculate the Reynold
number is demonstrated as follows:

Re ¼ rvd

m

where Re, r, v, d, and m stand for the Reynold number, density of
the liquid, the velocity of the ow, diameter of the tube and the
viscosity of the liquid, respectively. In our experiment, the
diameter of the tube was xed at 5 micrometer, and the
temperature of the environment was 20 �C. Under these
circumstances, the viscosity of the water was 1.0050 mPa s. The
aqueous uid could penetrate the as-prepared Janus mesh
when the velocity of the ow was larger than 0.90 m s�1. The
results of our experiment are shown in the following table
(Table 2).

The experiment conrms that the collision between the uid
and the mesh can help the water to penetrate the mesh. At the
same time, the as-prepared mesh also demonstrated
outstanding stability when blocking the stream current
unidirectionally.

As for the phenomenon of “leaking aer 32 h”, we have
proposed a theory to explain it. We conducted facile modica-
tion of the surface of the mesh to endow the surfaces with
different wettability properties. However, as mentioned above,
tiny droplets that remain on the surface can transform
a hydrophobic surface into a hydrophilic one. During the
stability test, water vapor could penetrate the holes of the mesh
from the hydrophilic side and condense on the hydrophobic
side, changing the wettability of the hydrophobic surface. Aer
32 hours, the mesh loses its Janus wettability and transforms
into a hydrophilic one that can hardly hold the water uid. In
this case, water uid can pass through the mesh, as demon-
strated by the experiment.
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4. Conclusion

In this work, we endowed a copper mesh substrate with oppo-
site wettability on its two sides in order to fabricate a mesh with
Janus wetting properties. We utilized potassium persulfate
solution to oxidize one side of the mesh to fabricate hydrophi-
licity and sprayed hydrophobic-modied SiO2 nanoparticles
onto the other side to fabricate hydrophobicity. We sprayed one
side of the mesh rst and then oated the mesh on the interface
of potassium persulfate solution so that the hydrophobic side
could be kept away from the etching process. The prepared
mesh could transport water uid unidirectionally. Water passed
through the mesh in the hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic direction,
while it was blocked in the opposite direction. The possible
principle for this based on force analysis is discussed in this
work and the stability was recorded as being good enough. The
interesting phenomenon in the way that the interface of the
water uid behaves was also discussed. The prepared Janus
mesh has great potential in medical elds, energy elds and in
the chemistry industry.
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